
Some promising cases… 
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Living room restaurant… 

Living room restaurant 

Problematic background and context: Mostly older people in our neighbourhoods are cut off from society, because 
off the individualization. In this environment there are not many activities for them. The people who started the 
solution want to make friends, be socially active and create a backup in case one of them would lose their job. They 
love to cook and want to offer a cheap alternative for people that go out for dinner, so that it is affordable for everyone.  
Solution description: The 'Living Room Restaurant' is an occasion for people to have a cheap dinner and to meet other 
people, located in the residence of the solution providers. After reservation via email or a phone call, people can 
literally come and sit at the dining table with the residents. After a short chat and getting acquainted with all the 
guests, dinner is served. The dinner consists of two appetizers, head course, dessert and unlimited drinks. Guests can 
choose which music they want to play in the background and only have to help with clearing the table between each 
dish. The providers sit on the ends of the table and between the dishes they switch places so they can talk to everyone 
who is present. It depends on the cheerfulness how long the evening lasts and after it you have to pay 15 euros. The 
guests can pick a chewing gum while taking their coats. This is a very interesting innovation since it brings people of 
our society back together again in their own environment.  Timeframe: february 2005  Development phase: Diffusion:  
There are similar other restaurant like this set up recently in Holland, according to a local newspaper, and that is also 
what the providers think. However none of the people that were in the restaurant when we visited have ever been to a 
similar restaurant, but some of them did hear from other restaurants like this.  [ Low Diffusion ]  Maturity:  The 'Living 
room restaurant' only started 2 months ago and it’s clearly still in its initial stage. The people are not sure whether they 
should continue the project, or not. As it looks now they still like the cheerfulness of it, but if that changes they won’t 
hesitate to stop, because it’s just a hobby of them. They do have a clear idea of what they want in their restaurant, and 
they’re not testing drastically other set-ups.  [ Inital Stage ]  Revenue/costs model: Each time the providers organise 
an evening around 10 people will visit. Each one of them has to pay 15 euro, for their own meal and that of the 
providers and the unlimited drinks. The providers of the solution don't make any profit on it, nor do they lose money 
on it. They shop in regular supermarkets and they do not need a permit for the restaurant since it is a small-scale 
setup.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO 

Eindhoven… Living Room Restaurant…  
People turning their place into a restaurant once a week, offering a good dinner and 
opportunities to socialise... 
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Paris… Jardin Nomade… A group of people squatting on a 
waste ground in the city to organise vegetable plots and collective 
activities around gardening in the neighbourhood…  
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Problematic background and context: Today, CP is Paris-based. Its main purpose is to improve the wellbeing of 
people in the city : “La vie est plus belle en vélo”. CP was developed 8 years ago by 16 very di!erent people with bikes 
as a common passion. The aim was to create an association using bicycles to o!er better conditions, especially to 
people with social/physical di#culties. CP took 4 years to develop, studying existing needs & projects, economic/legal 
requirements, the right supports and bureaucratic problems.CP finally started in 2000. In an agreement with Paris City 
Hall (19th), SNCF (French railway company) and CPCU (French urban heating) they were given a space under the “Petite 
Ceinture” railtrack (abandoned track all round Paris). At the time there was no electricity or water available. CP 
promotes bikes in Paris, seeing it as a pedagogical instrument, integrating people in the urban fabric in a rewarding 
way. They employ people who are “unemployable”, with di#cult backgrounds such as drug addicts.  Solution 
description: CP o!ers all kinds of bike services : deliveries around Paris, originally developed for people with di#culty 
carrying heavy weights, also for local companies ; bike repair, renewal (donated bikes) and rental. CP tries to adapt to 
all, regardless of physical capacity. Rental extends to local associations like “Espace 19”, (usually on Wednesdays-when 
French children have no school. CP also o!ers mechanics and tra#c code courses. They developed a new bicycle in 
partnership with “Jet Handicap Evasion”, for transporting handicapped people. CP employs people with di#cult social 
backgrounds.  Timeframe: Five years  Development phase: Di!usion:  In the future, CP would like to establish in other 
French regions. The Paris site is nice at w/e but can become quite abandoned in the week or on rainy days (weather is a 
decisive factor in this activity).CP expects to create stronger links with the handicap-related associations like APF 
(Association des Paralysés de France). A strong relationship with AFP means extending client awareness of special 
services o!ered. Meanwhile CP has participated in events like “Championnats du monde d’athhlétisme”, “Descente des 
Champs-Élysées”, “Défi de l’exploit” and in professional encounters.  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  As it is CP already has 
a strong organization, there are employees, working schedules, timetables, and a growing number of clients and 
adherents. But CP has the ambition to grow further and especially amplify their services to the handicapped. This 
implies a bigger financial investment, a wider promotion attitude, and their dissemination to other Parisian spots.  
[ Inital Stage ]  Revenue/costs model: CP space is lent by SNCF & CPCU. They pay 1800 $ per 3 months. 4 people work 
full-time plus 5 volunteers. Workers come from ”Nouveaux emploi, nouveaux service”, supporting unemployable under 
30’s. CP earnings pay for material, bikes, water & electricity and rental, plus investing in new models. Most profitable 
activities (bike rental/repairs) support unprofitable services for the handicapped.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento 
INDACO "
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Cyclo-pousse 

Paris… CycloPouce … A service delivering goods by bike to 
the invalid and elderly, renting, repairing bicycles and employing 
rehabilitated people… 
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Eindhoven… Neighbourhood Shares…An association of 
residents together with the municipality organise maintenance of the 
area and care of green spaces…  



Loan gardens 
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Overvecht… Loan gardens… Residents helped by the 
municipality and a gardening association to take care of parcels of 
public gardens… 



Aquarius 
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Eindhoven… Aquarius… A community housing of elderly 
people sharing collective spaces, a large garden and organising 
mutual help and support within the community. 
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Problematic background and context: The CICP was founded in 1976, period of the decolonisation, by the “CEDETIM” 
in order to enable associations working on international solidarity. They helped them, by giving them the technical, 
material and logistical support they needed for their work. A group of 500 persons called SCI (“société civile 
immobilière”), who were politically involved in this process, was organised by the “CEDETIM” in order to buy a small 
building. In its first years of existence, the CICP was situated in the “rue de Nanteuil” in Paris. But with the need of more 
space it had to move in a bigger building and is now situated at the “21ter, rue Voltaire”, in the 11th “arrondissement” 
of Paris. The first aim of CICP was, to support associations, which worked on international solidarity. But now there are 
several other associations taking part in the CICP. They are all working on subjects, which are in relation to the human 
being (feminism, fair trade, alternative internet…).  Solution description: The CICP gives to associations the 
opportunity to rent o#ces and/or to have mailboxes in the house, they also propose meeting rooms, places to project 
movies, tools to organise the activities (a photocopying machine, informatics tools…) and the associations have to 
share these equipments (the meeting rooms are also sometimes rented to other organisations). Every new “in-coming” 
association has first to be accepted by the others associations working in the CICP (in order to avoid contradictory 
works in the house, or for example, fascists associations). Then, when the association is accepted, the CICP respect its 
objectives, points of view, political choices and ways of thinking, they don’t intervene in their work. There are about 80 
associations, which are members of the CICP: about 30 have their o#ces in the house and the others have mailboxes. 
The CICP is not only a good tool for the associations; it is also a place where they can have direct exchanges.  
Timeframe:Development phase: Di!usion:  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: The 
CICP is functioning without any subventions of the state. The CICP pays its wageworkers with the money given by the 
associations (for the rent). The associations paying monthly a participation and earn money as well by renting rooms to 
other organisations for a short period. The associations, which are taking place in the CICP, can have their own 
standpoint about financial arrangements.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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CICP 

Paris… International Centre of Popular Culture… 

Self-organised facilities hosting non-profit organisations and offering 
them shared offices and equipments.  
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Problematic background and context: The project was founded (in 2001) and run by Marcel Finders and the 
association TEREM (“territoire et emploi”), created in 1992, whose plan was to create the opportunity for young people 
to go on exchange in Europe but evolved to provide (re)integration into professional life. The aim was to make both 
young people and adults who are either unemployed or not adapted in coping with a conventional mode of education 
(and those who have never been to school e.g. immigrants) find fulfilment through work. In Paris the pedagogical shops 
are installed in the areas known as sensible in order to have a local action. The drivers of the solution are mostly social 
and economic: social because the main users regain confidence as actors of the social life; economics because people 
in need can live decently either the students or the producers of the fair trade products sold in the shop which are paid 
to the real price for their production.  Solution description: The pedagogical shop on the “28 rue des Maraîchers” in 
the 20th “arrondissement” of Paris is composed of two classrooms, two o#ces, a stock and a shop. One of the o#ces is 
for administrative matters and the other is for the pedagogical director Marc Lasuy and Clotilde Chansioux in charge of 
the relations with companies. To participate, the student has first to have his personal motivation to go to the "A.N.P.E" 
they are then sent to the “mission locale” and there they research the best orientation for this person.The training 
begins, it will last 4 months with 3 weeks dedicated to internship. In 2003, about 200 students have been in the 
pedagogical shop. The system of the pedagogical shop is: the students come in the morning for their courses, one of 
the students has to open the shop, every two hours the students will take turns in the shop.The students are 
surrounded by a solid structure during the training, they have to be present on time there and they are followed by the 
team.  Timeframe:Development phase: Di!usion:  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  [ Improved ]  Revenue/costs model: 
The “fond social européen” financially supports the solution for the three first years. The pedagogical shop is 
recognised as a training center and is paid by “le conseil regional de Paris” for each student under 26 years old and by 
the “DDTEFP” for the older students. They receive money from private structures. All the money earned by the sales of 
the products goes to the fair trade producers.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Pedagogical shop 

Paris… The pedagogical shop…  Initiates people having 
difficulties into sales jobs ,by giving training and an opportunity to 
have real practice as a shopkeeper while promoting fair trade… 



Furniture re-designing studio 
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Tallin… Mööblikom…Shop where to sell or buy second-hand 
furniture, have them repaired, restored, re-coloured and 
customised…  
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Problematic background and context: Consumers are not satisfied by the 
products o!ered by the large manufacturers. They would like to be more active in 
terms of knowledge of the background of the product instead of being a passive 
consumer. A group of people propose a new way to oppose this kind of 
economical behaviour as they would like to have an alternative solution, 
contributing their ideas and giving much attention to human rights and also 
maintaining the survival of local producers.  Solution description: Gruppo 
Acquisito Solidale (GAS) consist of a group of people with the same ideology that 
arrive with the decision that they, together, would purchase a large quantity of 
some essential basic products such as pasta, olive oil, etc for themselves, from 
small local producers based on trust relationship. In this way, they gain a feeling 
of satisfaction knowing where the products come from, and not exploiting human 
rights in the process. There would be no cost of packaging or publication of the 
products , thus reducing the overall expenses and they communicate constantly 
amongst each member of the group, thus strengthening the social fabric.  
Timeframe: The group GAS was initiated in 1994 and up to knows is still 
developing.  Development phase: Di!usion:  GAS is a low di!usion due to the 
fact that they develop locally, most of which consist of friends sharing the same 
vision and the will of obtaining what is beneficial for both them and the 
producers. They want to make sure that each new group has the same values as 
the initial one, and considering that people have di!erent points of view or values, 
in this case, the di!usion of GAS doesn’t spread rapidly, although there are a lot 
of interest towards it.  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  GAS isn’t a formal association, 
the members do their part voluntarily without no specific set of rules, but they do 
their roles with responsibility and with respect to others. Even inside the groups, 
all the process and development are discussed in a relaxed atmosphere 
considering the opinion of each and every member. GAS is still in its initial stage 
because there is no strict structural organization architecture, and they value the 
time spent with friends where all the process are done in a friendly manner.  
[ Inital Stage ]  Revenue/costs model: GAS is a non profit informal organization; 
it runs on a family-friend basis, where all the cost are shared evenly and 
accordingly. - Members make their order through email/phone and pay in cash - 
At times, delivery has to be done by other actors, and of course the cost are 
divided equally among members   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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GAS 

Milan… GAS Solidarity Purchasing Group… Group of 
people following fair trade and solidarity guidelines for their 
purchasing and all their daily household economy… 



Minimo Impatto 
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Milan… Minimo Impatto… A shop organising selling services 
for second-hand sports equipments… 
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Problematic background and context: In 1991 the Italian Green Party lost the referendum concerning the use of pesticides in 
the Italian agriculture system. Biomercatino appears 12 years later as a reaction to the increasing threats related with food 
security and the introduction and use of genetically modified seeds, pesticides, etc. VAS Lombardia, the promoter of this 
solution is an association which, develops projects and activities that discusses the use of biotechnology; the safeguard of local 
and traditional agriculture; environmental protection; pollution (water, air, soil, etc.), recycling and related topics. On top of 
that, it also promotes a natural and healthy life style within the urban environment. In the city of Milan, street markets 
represent one of the most traditional forms of commerce in terms of territorial presence (every neighbourhood has one or 
more) and also in terms of frequency (except for Sundays). Biomercatino, in this way, is also part of this tradition.  Solution 
description: Biomercatino is a street market that gathers small local organic producers from the Lombardia and nearby 
regions. Around 45 stands of producers and retailers sell certified organic products like vegetables, fruits, cheese, sausage, 
honey, olive oil, etc. Crafts, non-treated cotton clothes, herbal products and books about culinary and natural medicine are 
also sold. VAS/L promotes this solution by coordinating the encounter of producers, retailers, artists, craftsmen and 
volunteers. It also obtains the necessary permits from the local public administration to promote the market. At last, 
communicates the initiative to the population by sending press releases to newspapers and radio stations. The stands are built 
up within di!erent typologies and are assembled independently by the retailers who must clean the area afterwards. Everything 
is made under the supervision of VAS/L.  Timeframe: The solution was implemented on April 2003  Development phase: 
Di!usion:  In terms of di!usion of the solution, we can a#rm that Biomercatino is a case of low di!usion, since it is not an 
absolute novelty or neither an isolated case. [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  Today, Biomercatino is passing through a phase of 
optimisation. This phase conveys the direct involvement of local institutions, a larger definition of participants in terms of 
typology of products/services adding value to the existing o!erings and help di!using the driving values of the initiative. The 
project is searching for new possible synergies with like-minded initiatives (i.e. Slow Food movement) in order to create a more 
complete, innovative and sustainable solution. In general, is trying to refine its management system through the 
implementation of a database, more e#cient communication and the possibility to use paid labour in the organization of the 
solution despite the current model of volunteer work  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: VAS/L is a no-profit association 
and it gets access to the use of Piazza Gramsci on a free basis. No other public services like street cleaning is provided. VAS/L 
uses volunteers during the market. Exhibitors pay to VAS/L $ 40,00 per stand to participate in the market. All related logistics 
costs are paid by the exhibitors themselves. VAS/L estimates that the amount of sales is around $ 50.000 per event, although it 
never got access to this information from the participants.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Biomercatino 

Milan… Urban bio market… A street market organised by 
local farmers selling organic products for a safer, healthier and more 
ecological lifestyle… 
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roblematic background and context: This type of solution is concerned with the 
development and di!usion of innovative models of integrated mobility to reduce 
environmental, economical and social problems in the city. +BC is located at the 
San Donato Milanese metro station and provides services in order to encourage 
people to use bicycles instead of private cars. The metro station of San Donato 
plays a critical role in integrating the center of Milan with the south east of the 
city. For this reason, the Municipality of San Donato, decided to improve the 
surrounding areas around its metro station.  Solution description: +BC (more 
bicycles, in Italian) is an association of bicycle experts, inventors and visionaries 
who stimulate and promote the culture of cycling in the city by supplying services 
like: selling and renting of second hand bicycles; technical assistance; do-it-
yourself maintenance workshops; parking facilities and combating the market of 
stolen bicycles. It also organizes cultural activities and provides consultancy 
services on sustainable mobility. The services of +BC are open to the public and 
everyone can use the services without being a member or making a complex 
application.  Timeframe: The services provided by the association +BC are viable 
since one year. The outdoor parking area for the bicycles is viable since two years.  
Development phase: Di!usion:  The idea of a bicycle station with added services 
exists in North of Europe since many years. In Italy however, the idea of 
combining a bicycle parking lot with services (renting, maintenance, repairing, 
indoor parking and the organization of courses and events) is a novelty. In Milan 
and in Italy this solution is a unique case.  [ Unique Case ]  Maturity:  +BC is 
making big e!orts in order to optimise existing elements and to improve products 
and services. The overall system could be considered as optimized.  [ Optimized ]  
Revenue/costs model: The researchers had access only to the price list of the 
services:  Bicycle Renting  1 hour : 1 $; 1 day: 8 $; 1 week: 20 $; 1 year: 40 $.  
Bicycle Parking 1 day: 2 $ 1 week: 5 $ 1 year: 15 $   copyright © 2004 
Dipartimento INDACO "
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+BC 

Milan… +BC… Promotes the bicycle culture and improves 
integrated mobility through renting, parking and bike maintenance 
services...  
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Lodge a student at home 

roblematic background and context: Large Europeans cities like Milan are 
characterised by a huge demand for students’ accommodation (in 2003 nearly 
20.000 places were needed in the city) and an increasing number of elderly 
people living alone in town needing little help in every day’s activities. In addition, 
the price of rooms in Milan is one of the most expensive in Italy forcing students 
to live in nearby cities and to commute everyday. Universities in Milan are not able 
to o!er short time solution to students’ accommodation problems, and students 
decide to study somewhere else with cultural and economical losses for Milan 
universities. Assistance to elderly people living alone in their own houses is 
increasing.  Solution description: The solution provides a service to improve the 
quality of life of elderly people, in search of company and security, and students 
looking for low cost accommodation. Megliomilano is an association which 
realised that independent elderly people could provide young students with low 
cost accommodation in change of little help. They started a communication 
campaign and received a lot of o!ers from elderly with at least one room free in 
their house, and a lot of requests from students. MeglioMilano with the help of a 
psychologist do the selection and interviews, visit the houses and do the matches. 
In this way, 12 intergenerational house sharing experiences started. MeglioMilano 
provides the users with free legal assistance and free psychologist support, they 
also ask for a weekly feedback from the users and organise monthly meetings 
with all users. The cost per room vary from 150 to 250 Euros per month (paid 
directly to the house owner) and small jobs are requested from the students.  
Timeframe: The communication campaign was launched on June 2004. A Pilot 
project with first 12 intergenerational house sharing started on November 2004.  
Development phase: Di!usion:  Previous experiences of intergenerational house 
sharing were successfully developed in Piacenza and Como, two small towns in 
Italy. In Milan it is an unique case and it is expected to have quite a big impact 
due to the dimension of the problems it is addressing. There are similar cases 
also in Barcelona and in London.  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  MeglioMilano aims 
at organizing and developing the service in three years, involving a maximum of 
50 couples, and will look for another institution to manage it. Now, the service is 
at its initial stage, the first 12 couples (25 people) started on November 2004 and 
they are weekly monitored to get a feedback. Some elements of the service have 
been systemized, like forms for creating the user’s profile and a database, but no 
creation of innovative products is foreseen  [ Inital Stage ]  Revenue/costs model: 
The cost per room vary from 150 to 250 Euros per month paid directly to the 
house owner. The service is developed as a pilot project and there are no 
economical studies avaiable, at the moment. Resources and costs for the 
organization of the service are supported by MeglioMilano with little funds 
provided by a private company (RAS) that also promotes the initiative.   copyright 
© 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Milan… Lodging for a student at home…  
An association connecting elderly people whose children have left 
home and students looking for lodging… 
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Vegetable box 

Problematic background and context: It is quite di#cult to buy fresh, biological 
vegetables and fruit to a reasonable price in big cities. The existing markets do 
not o!er traditional vegetables or sorts wich do not create a certain profit or are 
di#cult to grow or to handle. So the conciousness about the wide range of 
varieties and possible tastes is not supportet. Even if you find »grandmothers« 
vegetables most people cannot cope with.  Solution description: The Apfelbacher 
Gemüsekiste/Vegetable Box delivers weekly a box of vegetables and fruits. 
Several kinds of sortiment do exist: a basic sortimet only with vegetables, a 
sortiment with additional fruits, a single box and a family box. In addition to this 
sortiments you can order special vegetables and fruits (like potatoes, kiwi), bread , 
cheese and also tinned meat. The Vegetables are always fresh and in season. So 
often you are surprised by a unknown vegetable or something you never bought 
by your own cause you did not know how to prepare. For this alway a list of 
di!erent recipes is added. If you are absent you can cancel the box two days in 
advance.  Timeframe: Existing for 10 yrs  Development phase: Di!usion:  In the 
Cologne area are two comparable competitors o!ering their services. The 
Apfelbacher Gemüsekiste is the most experianced one.  [ High Di!usion ]  
Maturity:  Working perfectly. E.g. changes within the order are possible two days 
before delivery.  [ Improved ]  Revenue/costs model: According the turnover or 
profit of the Apfelbacher Gemüsekiste we haven´t got any information.Since 1995 
when the Apfelbacher family started the o!er it increasingly grew and also the 
despatch company responible for the delivery of the boxes. A basic box costs 
about ca. 12 $. With this box a single person can live one week without the need 
to buy additional vegetables. Ca. 400 clients are regist   copyright © 2004 
Dipartimento INDACO "
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Köln… Vegetable Box… Home delivery services which 
provide a box of bio grown vegetables, fruit and, if wanted, other food 
weekly… 
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Tallin… Self-help Community… Group of elderly retired 
people self-organised to offer dinner and shopping facilities at 
reduced price in the neighbourhood…  

Self-help Community 



Eco-village 
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Cracov… Eco-village… A village organising an Environmental 
Education Centre to promote local folk culture and development of 
sustainable initiatives… 



Oransis 
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Oransis 
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Helsinki… Oransis… A community housing of young students 
based on new members' participation in the renovation of old 
buildings to provide cheaper lodging… 
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Local food link van group 

Problematic background and context: " bringing fresh locally produced food to the tables of skye & lochallch" as 
many other islands in scotland, the distribution of goods in an ongoing and widely recognised problem for many local 
food producers. the problem is presented through the fact that food distribution is made di#cult due to the large 
distances between producers, retailers and consumers, that seperate them from each other. the result is a decreased 
availability of local food produce on the island. with the aim to improve on this situation, the food link van was 
initiated on a voluntary base in 2000, with a try out period of 6 months. following its success, the food link skye and 
lochalch Ltd (food link Ltd.) was incorporated in 2003 as a non-profit making company, to manage the award winning 
foodlink van and secure its future as a viable local distribution service.  Solution description: skye and lochalsh food 
link, the food link group, is a volontary association of local producers, caterers, retailers abd consumers with an 
interest in promoting fresh, locally produced food. a shared van links the network through which to distribute local 
produce all over the island. the problem is presented throught he fact that local producers often struggle to e#ciently 
distribute their goods to the customers spread all over the island as they usually live in rural surroundings, very remote 
and distanced from each other. at the same time local produce is valued high by the community of skye, hence the 
ideal of a solution that provides a local food distribution service. the local link van group was intiated in april 2000 by 
a couple of local producers that came together. they decided that instead of having to deliver evry produce thenselves , 
they would introduce the van which would drive a set up route twice a week, pick up the orders from the producer and 
deliver them to their customers. by doing so, not only one could save on petrol/ van activities but also ensure the 
delivery of local produce that circulate all over the island, creating a more sustaionable community. the solution not 
melery ensures the future of local food producers as well as the distrubution of their goods but promotes overall 
important aspects of economic and environemental community life and the health benefits of locally grown fresh 
produce.  Timeframe: the food link van has been on the road since april 2000 and within the last 5 years they have 
vastly increased the amount of local produce staying within skye and lochalch from £ 8,500 to over £60,000.  
Development phase: Di!usion:  The Food Link Van has been on the road since April 2000 and within the last 5 years 
they have vastly increased the amount of local produce staying within Skye and Lochalch from £ 8,500 to over 
£60,000.  [ Unique Case ]  Maturity:  the van group incorporates approximately 15 producers and about 40 customers 
spreat all over the island. in 2003, they received funding to expand the food link group and community buisness to the 
food link skye & lochalch Ltd. this allowed the group to purchase a larger van which enabled them to deliver even more 
produce and help the van to become self-su#cient. at present, the van runs on tuesday and friday, normally between 
march and october. more recnlty, the group has been awarded funding for a marketing ordinator to develop the work 
of the food link group and keep the network growing.  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: the customers pay the 
price of the produce they order. 10 % levy value of the goods are paid by the producer to go into the company. this 
money is used for petrol, van maintenance and pays the wages of the van driver and the marketing co-ordinator. there 
are no shareholders and all profits are reused within the company.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Glasgow… The Local Food Link Van… Association of 
local producers, suppliers, retailers and consumers organising 
distribution of local fresh food through a shared van… 
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Ayrshire LETS 

Problematic background and context: The original project started in 1976, when a group who were members of 
'friends of the earth' decided to start a 'LETS' scheme in Ayr. It folded 10 years ago but was resurected in 1997.  
Solution description: There are currently 40 members from around ayrshire actively trading. Names, addresses and 
o!ers or skills are in a directory and members trade anything from catering through to plants and plumbing. The 
currency is 'thistles' and the standard rate is 30 thistles per hour, which equates to £6.  Timeframe: Recent version 
running for 8 years.  Development phase: Di!usion:  Model is easy to implicate elsewhere - a pack is available 
explaining how to start up a scheme.  [ High Di!usion ]  Maturity:  In terms of LETS this is a relatively young scheme 
which is still improving and maturing.  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: Starting up costs and subscriptions are 
around £20 per member, other than that all trading is 'free' in normal monetary terms. Sometimes traders pay for 
materials etc.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Systems organising innovative forms of trading and exchanges within 
the community… 
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Cafézoïd 

Problematic background and context: A group of people decided to create a warm place to go in the winter, where 
young people can meet and play. They also formed an artists studio where they exibit and promote young peoples 
work and a place where families can meet and interact. The idea to build a café focussing on a specific target audience, 
in this case- children, is an easy and positive thing to reproduce. All it needs is a well-functioning team of people that 
concentrate on the specific needs of each customer and care. Also, it is not to be forgotten, that giving children of all 
ages a place to go where they can play, learn and grow as individuals is always a positive idea and would benefit any 
communtiy.  Solution description: The functions of Café Zoïde are to: -o!er a playground for families -o!er art 
courses and create exhibitions -help foreign parents and children -run a café for people based on exchange and 
participation -o!er a center of documentation, information and resources -provide a good influence on the 
neighborhood (dynamic, conviviality)  Timeframe: 7 years  Development phase: Di!usion:  starting as a unique café in 
Paris, Café Zoide is now developing a concept in order to reproduce their system in other city neighboorhood  [ Low 
Di!usion ]  Maturity:  The project of Café Zoide is well developed, but does need a new image and identity, meaning a 
new way of promoting the essential base of the project  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model:  copyright © 2004 
Dipartimento INDACO "
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Paris… Cafézoïde… Café for children, meeting point for kids in 
the neighbourhood where they can have fun together, play, draw, 
etc… on their own or with their family… 
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Problematic background and context: A group of people wanted to live in socially and ecologically sustainable 
neighbourhood, but that didn't exist. So, seven people took initiative to start a neighbourhood like this. After a year 
and a half of making plans, the city of Utrecht was willing to cooperate. In this time, the group that worked on the plans 
(the future inhabitants) grew. A location was found, Leidsche Rijn, a new neighbourhood in a suburb of Utrecht.  
Solution description:The aim of the solution is to have an ecologically and socially sustainable neighbourhood. 
Environmentally friendly houses for diverse groups of people (families, elderly), with good contact between neighbours, 
lots of social activities, where everything is organized by the inhabitants themselves. The solution came to life after the 
initiators made a plan which was approved by the city, after which the building phase could start in cooperation with 
the housing association. There are two aspects: housing and social. The houses are environmentally friendly 
(sustainable materials, solar power, ventilation system, etc.). The inhabitants take initiative for all activities (ie. green-
group) and new services (ie. car sharing, handcart, carry bike, etc.) in the neighborhood, which is very socially active.  
Timeframe: December, 2004  Development phase: Diffusion:  There are not many cases exactly like this, but there are 
cases which can be compared to this one, mainly on the area of environmentally friendly housing. [ Low Diffusion ]  
Maturity:  QUESTION FOR PETER  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: Inhabitants:  - pay for their parkingplace to 
association 'De Kersentuin' - pay contribution to association 'De Kersentuin' - who rent a home have to pay rent to 
'Portaal', the housing association - who buy a house have to pay maintenance costs to the owners association - pay for 
al the services the inhabitants use (handcart, carsharing, etc.)   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO 

sustaianble housing and living… 

Sustainable housing and liv… 

Utrecht… De Kersentuin, Sustainable Housing and 
Living… Inhabitants grouping with architects and city council to 
build an entirely new sustainable neighbourhood… 
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Nursery at home 

Problematic background and context: Developed as an industrialized area back in the 1960’s, San Donato Milanese counts 
with a lot of young professional people and a large number of immigrants living away from their families and their help to raise 
their children. While the number of children keeps increasing, the existing nurseries cannot satisfy the needs of infancy 
services of the community. As a matter of fact, in 1999 the Municipality realized that more than 60 families were kept out on 
waiting lists for the nurseries. Together with the cooperative, the Municipality developed this service, which is demonstrating 
its e#ciency and value in terms of cost and social results for the citizens.  Solution description: The service is promoted by 
the Municipality of San Donato Milanese and provided by a cooperative that o!ers professional infancy care to small groups of 
2-3 children under 3 years old. Through this service children are assigned to one operator that receive them in her own home. 
Operators follow the children through an individual, pedagogical and socializing process and take them also to other activities 
for infants organized by the Municipality. The solution o!ers new job opportunities - also for immigrants - and a new, flexible 
and personalized kind of infancy service. The parents have to bring and pick up the baby to and from the operator’s house and 
provide them with baby food. The operator is in charge of looking after the baby and bringing him/her to the other services 
organised by the Municipality in order to guarantee valuable socializing experiences.  Timeframe: The service has been active 
since September 2000  Development phase: Di!usion:  The service is based on an existing idea that has a low di!usion. The 
solution promoters mentioned some similar examples they referred to while planning the service (there is a service called 

“Tagesmutter” in Bolzano and other nurseries at home in Vimercate, Florence, Turin, Milan, Bergamo and Mantova). It has to be 
mentioned though, that these references were just considered as a starting point from where a new idea of solution was 
developed. The service is focused on two main concepts: the idea of having a maximum of 3 children per house in order to 
enable the operator to bring them out at any time and the idea of a more professional and practical education of the operators. 
In this way, we can define this service as being a unique case.  [ Unique Case ]  Maturity:  At the beginning, the families were 
bound to use the service, because there were no spaces in the existing nurseries for their children. But today, even if 
sometimes there are places available, and even considered that this service is a little bit more expensive, some parents prefer it 
to the nurseries. According to a survey made on July 2004 by the Municipality and the cooperative, most of the families seem 
to have positive impressions about the service. As a matter of fact, families that use it for one year usually stick to it until their 
babies are 3 years old. In 2002, the service started being open to foreigner residents and foreigner operators were also hired. 
This can be considered as an important step in the service development process. Therefore, in the opinion of the organizers, 
operators and users, the system can now be considered as optimized.  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: Operators are 
paid 3.30 Euros an hour per child and they put their houses at disposal of the service. The Municipality and the family share 
the costs of the service: 20% is paid by the family, 20% is paid by the Municipality and 60% is divided between the two of them 
according to the income of the family. The cooperative supplies diapers and hygienic material, mattresses, pushchairs, high 
chairs, and playing equipment. The family has to provide the food for the child. The initiative brings a monthly income for the 
cooperative wich is around 35.000 euros and is partly reinvested in the service.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Milan… Home Nursery… Flexible and personalised self-
organised nursery for groups of two or three babies looked after at 
one of the parents' place… 
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Problematic background and context: The Milan Park North, has characteristic 
that generate a green lung within the city, generating a direct contribution to the 
degradation of a zone industrialist. With the necessity to use its ample capacity of 
space and to contribute socially, the partnership that administers the park has 
decide to provide of a space to old pensioners who live in the 6 communes who 
conform the park, for it to postulate, to accept norms and to be accepted, the 
contribution is translated in occupying terrains for the development of gardens to 
produce vegetables and food, generating a social and highly therapeutic project, 
promoting the own dependency and I tie with external sectors, the contribution of 
the space to I publish allows, to be visited by I publish of the park, generating a 
contact with natural activities  Solution description: Service provided by the 
consortium that lodges the 6 communes who group the park. The lands of the 
gardens are provided under leasing to greater people of 60 anuses, man or 
housewife, which when postulating and soon being accepted can occupy a space 
which is common. When participating in this project the pensioners commit 
themselves to fulfil the norms of the consortium and to make a correct use of the 
common space, next to it must participate in seminaries, meetings and activities 
that promote the general project. The leasing process is renewable each 6 and the 
use of lands to cultivate. Next to it they can obtain the fruits and foods produced 
for personal use, have water by 3 half days, postal cost and secretary  Timeframe: 
started in 1998  Development phase: Di!usion:  Anywhere in the world exist 
approximate 200 million agriculturist urban, create food to 700 million person, 
produce product in area without building, many nation European be a#liate to the 
o#ce international of garden, this count with three million of enrolled. the 
previous experience have allow create this initiative in Milan. For the 
administration of the consortium the main objective its can obtain in the month of 
summer, in the winter period present some di#culty by reason of climate. The 
connection and contact with the publish of the park present problem because the 
visitor not give a due care to the land of the garden. in this sense of the plantation 
and later production of vegetable the activity not present problem. _ action 
innovating of this kind have can be detect in France and Finland, where the 
objective have be give place of contact with the natures to great city  [ Low 
Di!usion ]  Maturity:  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: - Pensioners pay a 
very low rate (40 Euros per year) to have in use the vegetable gardens and to get 
the dedicated services - Pensioners buy seeds and plants by their own - Access to 
service is given to eligible users by public competition and pass-list - The 
Consortium managing the park gets paid from the pensioners - Providers of 
services and tools supply the park after open public competition   copyright © 
2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Milano… North Park Urban Vegetable Gardens… 
Vegetable plots available to senior citizens for free gardening inside a 
public park in the city… 
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Problematic background and context: The only read once book 
(what we thought in the beginning was the intention) problem gets 
in contact with - the technological background of a young media 
agency which daily work is to organise job search/crowling 
machines at the www - the need/joy to read books and, very 
important, talk about these with others  Solution description: The 
story The interesting point is that our opinion was that the story 
they tell on the website »circle of friends invented web exchange 
platform for fun and community reasons« is only a story people like 
to hear. But it seems to be true and the stunning fact is that the 
actors (5 people) never thought about in advance in the big success 
and the permanent increasing number of members. 18.000 
members In the beginning they thought they have to fake 
personalities on the platform to attract other possible users. This 
was not necessary and after 2,5 yrs about 18.000 members use the 
platform actively. This number is still increasing without any 
marketing and ads.  Timeframe: Existing since 2002  Development 
phase: Di!usion:  with this concept the case is unique. Other 
exchange formats exist but not with the concentration on books and 
the integrated forums and social platforms  [ Unique Case ]  
Maturity:  Perfect interface, very complex service o!ers which to 
maintain needs very low e!ort. The programming of such a solution, 
if the structure is clear, needs about three days. The solution 
providers think about an extension abroad and the additional 
o!ering of an exchange platform for DVD, software and media 
products.  [ Optimized ]  Revenue/costs model: A network of 
friends and supporters provides service and web hosting. The 
platform earns no money. It is planned to expand the o!er also to 
DVD, music and other media. This will probably start next year and 
depends in its realisation on the cooperation of professional 
partners and the legal circumstances concerning the copyrights. The 
legal problem within exchanging books is the VAT. This problem   
copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Köln… Book exchange… Internet platform organising 
exchanges of second-hand books and cultural discussions between 
members… 
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Problematic background and context: Palaiseau is a small town in the suburbs of Paris, which has becoming more and 
more industrialised. Lots of green areas around Palaiseau disappeared during the last few decades and enormous 
shopping malls and industrial areas have grown to eat into local farmers lands.  Therefore several associations were 
founded in order to protest against these developments. Isabelle Morgan (living in the neighbourhood of Palaiseau with 
her family) joined a demonstration organised by the association ASEVI (Association pour la Sauvegarde de 
l’Environnement à Villebon) against the construction of a new shopping centre, which was built on a huge stud farm.  
As Ms. Morgan realised that solely protesting against this development was not contributing to any solution, she 
decided to organise constructive and positive actions with the aim of o!ering alternatives. Meetings with friends and 
people close to her family took place in order to discuss possible solutions. The first idea was to link existing 
associations, which hadn’t collaborated at all so far, in order to increase the impact of their actions. During the process 
of contacting the di!erent associations they heard about the “CSA” (Community Supported Agriculture) in the USA and 
got interested in this model as a solution for their problem.  Looking for similar organisations in France they found the 

“AMAP” (Association pour le Maintient de l’Agriculture Paysanne) in Southern France. An AMAP is an association (type 
loi 1901) that is grouping consumers to an individual farmer. Through creating this direct producer/consumer-link the 
farmers can sell their products for a good price and continue their business under better conditions; the customers can 
buy locally produced products of high quality for a good price. By improving the economic situation of the farmer these 
organisations are providing a possible solution to slowing down green field industrialisation.  After contacting several 
farmers in the region of Palaiseau, Isabelle Morgan and her friends met Emmanuel Vandame, a farmer who was willing 
to try such a venture.The association “Les Jardins des Cérès” was founded in December 2003.  Solution description: 
The association is inspired by “AMAP”, which have been well known for some years in the southern areas of France. An 

“AMAP” is basically a group of customers (organised by the farmer), which are buying goods from one particular farm. 
In this system the customers adjust their demand accordingly to what the farmer is able to o!er during certain times of 
the year.  As “AMAP” is not a well known case in the region of Paris the members of “Les Jardins des Cérès” were 
looking themselves for a producing farmer and asked for a previously evaluated amount of production.  The farmer is 
usually growing cereals on an area of 250 hectares through conventional farming methods and would be willing to 
attempt organic production with the simplest crop- potatoes.  For the first year of its existence the association with its 
150 members ordered a batch of three tons of potatoes, which were to be grown on the “Plateau de Saclay” close to 
Palaiseau.  The members of the association helped the farmer during several steps of the potato growing process: they 
cleaned and formed storage places in the cellar (400 years old) of the farm, they helped planting the potatoes, they 
helped taking care of them and finally helped in the harvesting process.  During the activities at the farm, the members 
of the association and the farmer developed a close relationship. Producing three tons of potatoes was a good way of 
creating a social network, where people share their environmental convictions, experiences and ways of life.  
Timeframe: 1 year  Development phase: Di!usion:  [ Unique Case ]  Maturity:  [ Inital Stage ]  Revenue/costs model: 
The association doesn’t get any external financial support: the members pay a yearly fee of 10 Euros for financing the 
internal organisation (renting a meeting room, telephone calls, internet connection…) and the external communication 
(leaflets, webpage).  The production of the potatoes was paid in three parts: first third in advance to support the farmer 
buying the plant-potatoes and the tools, necessary for starting the organic production; the second third was paid half 
way through production and the third part was paid when the potatoes were harvested successfully.  The price for one 
kilo was evaluated in advance by taking the average price of organic potatoes and stated at 1,60 Euro.   copyright © 
2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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Paris suburbs... Ceres gardens…Community of families 
supporting a local farmer by pre-buying his bio crops and joining in 
the farming activities… 
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roblematic background and context: Walking bus is an initiative which was taken from some teachers in the Elementary 
School in Milan to improve the health and the well-being of children by enabling and encouraging them to walk to school. 
Unfortunately, some negative factors don’t provide safe routes to school. First of all, the position of the school in this zone 
and the unable urban structure of the sidewalks are main elements for the minimum participation on the “walking bus”. The 
school is between two basic, frequent avenues and on the narrow sidewalks often parked cars and excrements prevent 
children from walking safety. Moreover, the lack of communication and cooperation between the users and the administrator, 
the citizens and the parents doesn’t improve this service. Important note is that the cultural level of the citizens near to school 
is low and there are many foreigners. The function of this program in another city of Italy some years ago was the main 
motivation to start this project. After that many problems like the tra#c jam outside the school created the necessity to do 
actively the walking bus.  Solution description: The “walk to school alone” is a project that encourages many children to walk 
to and from school with the safety of a group under supervision of one or more adults. This kind of activity is supportive by 
creating safe routes and can be again a safe, fun and pleasant part of children’s daily routine. In this way the children have the 
opportunity to meet their friends, talk and play with them and share their experiences outside the school. With slow motions 
the children get their autonomy, and build their personality. Also it is a good exercise for their physical condition and provides 
parents with an alternative option to take advantage of this daily commitment and exploit their time with other important 
activities. This project raises the children’s awareness on vital road safety skills, improves the pedestrian safety, the healthy 
and walkable community environments and gives the possibility for friendlier neighbourhoods as people get out and interact 
with one another. Finally, it reduces tra#c pollution near the school and road tra#c crashes involving child pedestrians.  
Timeframe: The “walk to school alone” project began in 2000 and is closed in August 2004. Now, the program continues to 
complete with few voluntaries grandfathers-friends and teachers.  Development phase: Di!usion:  The system is based on a 
service-idea that firstly has been proposed in other countries such as in Usa and Uk which had the same or other kind of 
problems, and after was developed and expanded here in Italy. Unfortunately there are few cases that have been involved in 
this situation. But the advantage in the Milanese and in the Italian urban contexts is that this kind of solution was enriched 
with many activities inside and outside the school.  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  The overall system can be considered as 
improved, especially because it has been enriched with other activities inside and outside the project. There were many 
cultural and art festivals which had main subject “walk to school alone”; those initiaves were useful to improve neighborhood 
and to sensibilize and activate people to respect children and environment. Many activities such as board game, games 
outside the school and huge art structure for reducing the noise of the city have enhanced the program.  [ Improved ]  
Revenue/costs model: Nowadays, there aren’t any costs. Before the program was determinated, was supported from a 
governmental financing. The grandfathers-friends were voluntaries and some teachers for educational programs were paid. 
Also, was paid the architectural- urban practice ECOPOLIS for urban, environmental, educational activities that it did. Mainly, 
the amount was exploiting in festivals and stu! for them.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO "
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to and from school with the safety of a group under supervision of one or more adults. This kind of activity is supportive by 
creating safe routes and can be again a safe, fun and pleasant part of children’s daily routine. In this way the children have the 
opportunity to meet their friends, talk and play with them and share their experiences outside the school. With slow motions 
the children get their autonomy, and build their personality. Also it is a good exercise for their physical condition and provides 
parents with an alternative option to take advantage of this daily commitment and exploit their time with other important 
activities. This project raises the children’s awareness on vital road safety skills, improves the pedestrian safety, the healthy 
and walkable community environments and gives the possibility for friendlier neighbourhoods as people get out and interact 
with one another. Finally, it reduces tra#c pollution near the school and road tra#c crashes involving child pedestrians.  
Timeframe: The “walk to school alone” project began in 2000 and is closed in August 2004. Now, the program continues to 
complete with few voluntaries grandfathers-friends and teachers.  Development phase: Di!usion:  The system is based on a 
service-idea that firstly has been proposed in other countries such as in Usa and Uk which had the same or other kind of 
problems, and after was developed and expanded here in Italy. Unfortunately there are few cases that have been involved in 
this situation. But the advantage in the Milanese and in the Italian urban contexts is that this kind of solution was enriched 
with many activities inside and outside the school.  [ Low Di!usion ]  Maturity:  The overall system can be considered as 
improved, especially because it has been enriched with other activities inside and outside the project. There were many 
cultural and art festivals which had main subject “walk to school alone”; those initiaves were useful to improve neighborhood 
and to sensibilize and activate people to respect children and environment. Many activities such as board game, games 
outside the school and huge art structure for reducing the noise of the city have enhanced the program.  [ Improved ]  
Revenue/costs model: Nowadays, there aren’t any costs. Before the program was determinated, was supported from a 
governmental financing. The grandfathers-friends were voluntaries and some teachers for educational programs were paid. 
Also, was paid the architectural- urban practice ECOPOLIS for urban, environmental, educational activities that it did. Mainly, 
the amount was exploiting in festivals and stu! for them.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO ! for them.   copyright © 2004 Dipartimento INDACO !

Andiamo a scuola da soli 

Milan … Walking-bus … groups of children walking together 
to school on a regular route under elderly peoples’ supervision… 
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